Track Torque

Toolangi June 2012 Trip report
Myself (Tom), Zoe, Dave, Andrew & Stan met up with Brett, Burkey, Kate & Toby at the Bull creek
campground in the foggy, but picturesque Murrindindi scenic reserve, on Friday night. With flushing toilets, a
campfire and private camp sites I could have called it home.
We set off on Saturday morning with the first track literally 100 metres from our campsite. A nice steady
climb out of the valley was just what was needed to wake everyone up. As the day progressed and the tracks
got more increasingly difficult, we found ourselves in laughter as we came across an 80 series bogged in a
rather large bog hole, with water up to the gear sticks. After quickly deciding that we were not going to test
our luck with this bog hole we found a chicken track around and carried on.
As the afternoon got later and we had a few simple
recoveries we decided to tackle a few more challenging
tracks. In the mud and slop we soldiered on and found
ourselves slipping and sliding, up and down, in and out
of the ruts. A couple more straight forward recoveries
and  then  we  came  to  a  very  greasy  ascent.  I  didn’t  find  it  
too challenging nor did Stan. But when Brett called for
assistance over the radio things got a touch interesting.
Stan hooked himself up to Brett with a snatch but neither
of them were going too far at all.

I slowly backed down the slope and hooked myself up to Brett and Stan. Several attempts later, the three of
us were able to get to the top. Behind us Andrew and Kate drove up as if they were out on a Sunday morning
walk.
Both Stan and Kate got a bit hung-up on this ridge
before  taking  the  ‘chicken’  route.

It  was  a  little  more  boggy  than  an  intermediate  trip…
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Zoe  waited  patiently  then  had  a  little  drive…as  we  
figured  out  how  to  get  past  “the  Rock”…

Tough  track…

Back in camp we cut and split a few more logs for the fire cooked,
dinner and shared a few stories. After such a big day an early night
was in order.

It was getting pretty dark Tom!

The next morning awoke not quite as frosty as the
last.
Brett and Andrew decided to call it quits, and as I
had bent another panhard rod, “Ol’  Red” wasn’t  
going too far either. So Zoe and I jumped in with
Burkey & Kate, Toby rode shotgun with Stan and the
depleted convoy headed out for another day.
Brett (D.J’s.  son-in-law) on a cold Sunday morning
after the event…the dirty Paj with not too many
broken  parts  this  time…
With the Sunday run set to be a lot more tame than
the Saturday, it lived up to expectations. There were
a few slippery tracks but we only had to navigate
one recovery.
After a tough downhill (Rocky Track) we aired up,
grabbed a drink at the Glenburn Roadhouse, and
that was stumps. We all had a great time and a
special thanks to all those who came along.
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Toolangi  Forest  Campsite…Sunday

Bearings…hump!  Definitely  a  good  mate…

Ed: Thanks Tom for a terrific and eventful
weekend  away  in  the  bush…I’m  just  glad  it  didn’t  rain  
earlier that week. That would have been tough.
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